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Abstract
Public participation innovations, such as the mobile participation trial analyzed in
this paper, are increasingly adopted in hopes of deepening and broadening
participation. The aim is to enable citizens to participate in shaping their urban
environment through e-participation systems or applications. However, how they
are in practice used remains largely unexplored. Furthermore, it remains unclear
how this participation differs depending on the source of the engagement. In this
paper, this question is analyzed as part of a mobile participation Living Lab trial in
Turku, Finland. Participation was possible only through mobile devices and
participants were encouraged to participate on location. A typology derived from
the literature on participation is used to explore both quantitatively and qualitatively
the type of engagement in the trial, focusing on differences depending how the
engagement was started. The typology contained three categories, namely explicit
opinion, local knowledge, and creative input, and they reflect different performative
roles citizens are offered.

Introduction
In recent years, there has been a growing interest to engage citizens in urban planning with
technological applications to counteract the declining interest in conventional methods of
engagement. These types of technology driven solutions, i.e. electronic participation (eparticipation) are widely explored as complementary ways to engage citizens. Concerns
regarding inequality caused by the digitalization of participation services are rightfully raised
in this context, yet it seems more likely that e-participation is complementing rather than
replacing conventional participation methods (Saad-Sulonen 2014). Furthermore, global
diffusion of information and communication technologies (ICT) have reduced the concerns
relating to the access barrier to electronic participation (Pearce & Rice 2013) and shifted the
focus to inclusive design and implementation (Gordon et al. 2011).
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One of the most significant development in the context of e-participation is the sudden
abundance of smart mobile devices, enabling participation regardless of time and place. This
development has inspired a range of mobile participation experiments in cities around the world
(Ertiö 2015; Jones et al. 2015a; Kahila-Tani et al. 2015; Ochara & Mawela 2013). Mobile
devices include all handheld devices that can access the internet and run applications
programmed for mobile devices. By default, mobile devices contain a wide arrange of features
absent in stationary computers, such as GPS, camera and accelerometer, which are used in
commercial apps such as social media. These features are used to varying degrees in mobile
participation as well, in the hope of encouraging the practices of active information production
and sharing established in social media platforms.

Mobile participation expands the concept of what it means to participate, as it allows new forms
of engagement to take place. These are not public participation in the conventional sense.
However, I argue that in a sociological sense they are participatory actions, as they build on
intention to influence the outcome. Most notably, mobile devices have been used for “citizen
sensing” (D’Hondt et al.2013), crowdsourcing (Brabham 2009a; Seltzer & Mahmoudi 2013)
and public participation GIS that collect local knowledge. In the citizen sensing approach, the
purpose is to gather factual, objective information about urban space using the affordances of
mobile phones. This vision is inspired by the idea of “the real-time city” (Townsend 2000)
where many of the actions in the city are visible in the here and now. The participation is in
these types of engagements usually lacking in a clear agenda, and require only a small measure
of activity. The participants may only turn on their GPS, measure noise with the phone’s
microphone, take photos and so on. The act of allowing information to be gathered through
their mobile devices can in this approach be consider participation (D’Hondt et al. 2013).
Providing data instead of a written feedback can be just as powerful; instead of telling the city
planners about where new bicycle paths are needed, you provide data about where you ride
your bike.

Another way to participate by producing knowledge is to provide local knowledge narratives.
Mobile devices are handy tools also for allowing citizen to share local knowledge of the places
they frequent. The purpose of gathering local knowledge is to study the meanings and
experiences relating to place (Van Herzele 2004; Staffans 2004). Planners have been interested
in this type of information for a long time, and many GIS applications have been developed
with the aim to collect it (Jones et al. 2015a; Kahila-Tani et al. 2015; Nuojua 2010; Rantanen
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& Kahila 2009). Further, the idea of crowdsourcing has started to influence mobile
participation (Brabham 2009a; Jones et al. 2015b). In the context of mobile participation, the
“crowd” is made up of all citizens with mobile access, amounting to a large number of
unknown individuals working collectively to solve urban problems (Silva 2013; Surowiecki
2005).

In this article, mobile participation is approached theoretically through a review of recent
literature in the field and empirically through an analysis of data from the Täsä mobile
participation trial conducted in Turku from May to October 2015. The aim is to study the
comments made by the participants with a typology developed from the literature on citizen
participation. The research question I aim to answer is how this typology is reflected in the
material, and how this reflection differs depending on the initiation of the discussion, i.e. if the
discussion was begun by city officials or not. The typology further reflects the forms that
participation can take

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The first section of the paper provides at
theoretical lens for the trial, followed by an overview of the actual trial. Different views based
on how citizens contribute to urban planning trough participation are explored. In the second
part a conceptual categorization is developed based on the role of the participant in urban
planning. The research data and methods are presented in the third section, followed by results
and conclusions.

Participation in the age of pervasive connectivity
Smartphones have become part of the everyday lives of the vast majority of city dwellers. The
smartphone use in Finland has risen to 69% among 17-78 year olds (Statistikcentralen 2015).
As smartphones and other mobile devices have become increasingly popular, there has been a
rising interest to introduce mobile participation based on applications alongside conventional
web-based e-participation. Mobile participation is essentially electronic participation (eparticipation) with a focus on the features of mobile devices. The most defining feature is
mobility, enabling situated engagement, i.e. sharing opinions and starting discussions on the
location the topic is about (Ertiö & Ruoppila, 2014; Korn, 2013). Furthermore, due to the
sensors embedded in the phones, users can attach more data to their contributions, compared
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to stationary computers. The camera, GPS, microphone and accelerometer provide a broad set
of tools that are utilized in participation. Many of these features are often combined; resulting
in the synthesis of different information types that characterizing much of communication
today. Mobile participation is developing within the context of a wider discussion about the
development of public participation. The discussion ranges from issues relating to the
expanding definition of the type of actions constituting participation to both critical and
optimistic interpretation of the increasing number of participatory methods dependent on
technology.

Participation trough knowledge production and has become commonplace online, as the use of
social media and other tools for this type of actions (mainly blogs and wikis) have become
everyday technologies for a vast number of individuals (Saad-Sulonen 2014). This becomes
apparent in the practice of sharing images, videos, voice recordings, emoji’s, location data, and
links when interacting online. It is speculated that the implications of this development for
official participation platforms would be an increase in these types of interactive and creative
practices of creation and sharing, yet there is so far little evidence of this taking place.
Moreover, as long as the participation is taking place in unofficial spheres such as social media,
it is not always possible to know if the it should be considered public participation or not. The
line between online actions and participating has become blurred, as the production and sharing
of information has become a standard way of expressing oneself online. Attempts have been
made to bring in elements of the everyday ICT to the participation initiatives (DiCindio, F. &
Peraboni 2011). In the meantime, city officials and institutions are “going where the people
are”, establishing a presence in social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter (Magro
2012). Officials are tapping into the participatory and deliberative mode of engaging with their
constituents by creating official accounts in social media where they share information and
discuss development ideas. It could be said that the officials and citizens are brought closer
trough two simultaneous developments; the increased use of social media platforms for bottomup participation (Boonstra & Boelens 2011; Kleinhans et al. 2015; de Waal 2011) and officials
growing interest to engage with citizens by developing the official channels (Burby 2003; King
& Cruickshank 2012; Streich & Höffken 2011). The implication of this for participation
remains unclear, yet it appears that the relationship between citizens and urban planners is to
some extent changing (Silva 2013). This development has also been seen as a fragmentation of
the participation experience in a negative sense (Brownill & Parker 2010), and a gap between
the rhetoric of participation and the experience of participation. Although these methods of
5

participation could enable a vast amount of otherwise excluded individuals to take part, the
quality of the participation is debatable. Depending on design and implementation, it may not
rise above the first rung on Arnsteins (1969) influential ladder of public participation.

The division between participation initiated by local government institutions (top-down) and
participation initiated by citizens (bottom-up) is common in the participation literature (Horelli
et al. 2015; Irvin & Stansbury 2004; Porwol et al. 2014). Although this division can never really
capture the complexities involved in public participation in a satisfactory way, it provides a
usable framework when focusing on differences within a participation channel that
accommodates both engagements by the city officials and spontaneous participation by
individual users. Top-down initiated participation is an integrated part of urban planning
practices in western democracies, where planners routinely facilitate participatory activities in
the spirit of communicative planning theories (Saad-Sulonen 2014 pp.103–106).
Communicative planning, a planning theory developed by Patsy Healey (1992), has influenced
mush of contemporary planning practice. The goal of collaborative planning, as it is also called,
highlights the importance of engaging all stakeholders in the decision making process. The
theory further advocates the successfully communication of all stakeholders perspectives and
highlights the value of reaching a consensus decision. Despite the influence of these ideals,
top-down participation rarely contains collaboration where citizens are involved when it comes
to the actual decision making process. They consist instead of a vast number of different
methods for collecting information and the opinions of citizens and other stakeholders. Topdown initiated communicative planning activities include various forms of “offline”
participation such as workshops, panels, games, observations and walking tours (Horelli 2002),
as well as online participation such as surveys, forums, participatory budgeting, and
referendums (Barros & Sampaio 2016; Bugs et al. 2010; Lindner & Riehm 2011).

These local government led participation initiatives have been criticized for a number of
reasons, ranging from the increased fragmentation of the participatory experience to shallow
participation that only aims to justify the decisions of the most powerful stakeholder (Brownill
& Parker 2010; Horelli 2013; Staffans 2004). The critique of the fragmentation of the
participatory experience refers to the multitude of different participation methods deployed in
the name of giving the citizen a wider role, that result in supporting the prevailing power
structures. The resulting participation can be used for the purpose of legitimatizing a plan rather
6

than living up to the ideals of communicative planning. As it fail to live to these ideals, it can
be also understood as performative participation (Turnhout et al. 2010). This means that rather
than being a neutral place where citizens are represented, the participatory arena presents a
variety of categories of citizens, each participating in a different way.

Top down participation has also been responded to by the development of a multitude of selforganized participation initiatives. In contrast to top-down initiatives, participation defined as
self-organized participation takes place outside formal participation channels, including all
participatory initiatives originating from civil society by participants who act “outside”
government procedures yet as part of urban systems (Boonstra & Boelens 2011). Often it leads
to concreate actions by the self-organized citizens to change something in the urban
environment. This type of “bottom-up” participation has been supported by online tools,
especially social media, amplifying citizen activism (Saad-Sulonen 2014). However, bottomup participation occurs also appears in mixed discursive spheres, i.e. semiformal arenas open
for both official actors and lay citizens, although this may diverge somewhat from the strictest
definition of self-organized participation as it presents a ready-made framework for the
participation to take place in, and does not necessarily lead to concreate action in the physical
urban environment. The arena may, however, not always play as big a part in the outcome in
the end. In a recent study, bottom-up participation has been deemed to have a positive effect
on shaping the urban space regardless of the arena (Horelli et al. 2015).
For the purpose of comparing top-down and bottom-up initiated participation in the trial, three
different conceptualizations of the roles of participants in contemporary e-participation are
developed. I build on the idea of participation as performative action, and set out to analyse the
roles that are offered for the citizens perform. The literature on public participation is vast and
includes many typologies (Arnstein 1969; Rowe & Frewer 2005), yet for the purposes of this
article, what the participants contribute is conceptualized/ predicated on three views: as citizen´
in a democracy, as sources of local knowledge, and finally as sources of ideas and expertize.
Although these views are in some respect overlapping as they move from a general to more
particular role, I argue that they represent distinct ways to take part in public participation.
Firstly, participants act as citizens in a democracy (Dryzek 2002; Fischer 2000). The purpose
of public participation is a way to legitimize the democratic decision-making. The role of the
participant is therefore not defined beyond the act of participating. In practice, this constitutes
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casting a vote or providing an explicit opinion without any intrinsic need to base it on
argumentations or facts.

Secondly, public participation can be a way to share or gain local knowledge, i.e. experiential
information about places. This type of knowledge relates to the meaningfulness of places and
to the experiences of individuals in an urban area. Such knowledge is described as tacit,
experiential or local (Bäcklund et al. 2014; Nuojua 2010; Staffans 2004). In this perspective
the role of the participant is to provide local knowledge for the planner (Fischer 2000; Van
Herzele 2004; Staffans 2004). Ideally the validity of local knowledge should be defined,
Fischer (2000) argues, not purely by its importance for democratic ideals, but rather by its
usefulness in planning. The influence participants have on the actual outcome of planning is,
however, indirect and very limited. Yet providing local knowledge may influence decisions,
assuming that the information is considered valuable. This is, however, not always the case
(Van Herzele 2004; Kahila-Tani 2015; Staffans 2004). The attitudes towards local knowledge
are shaped in the conflict between the validity of knowledge produced by experts and
knowledge produced by lay citizens (Corburn 2003). This conflict is far from new, yet ever
more topical in technology driven societies that demand a great number of technical experts.

Thirdly, participants are seen as providers of ideas and expertize. The concept of the citizen
scientist or expert, and the will to tap into that potential has given rise to efforts attempting to
apply e-participation as a form of crowdsourcing (Aitamurto 2012; Brabham 2009b; Graham
et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2014; Silva 2013). Adopting crowdsourcing methods in participation is
based on the assumption that there is wisdom to be found in the crowds (Landemore 2012;
Surowiecki 2004). Furthermore, this collective intelligence is claimed to have a positive effect
on civic and political participation (Silva 2013). Crowdsourcing is defined as the process of
outsourcing a task to "the crowd", aka a group of unspecified individuals (Howe 2006). It is a
participatory activity where mutual benefit is gained from diverse knowledge found in
heterogenic randomly engaged groups (Estellés-Arolas & González-Ladrón-de-Guevara
2012). Public participation as crowdsourcing has been implemented with different goals in a
vast number of different situations; to produce geographic information, information
aggregation during disasters, emergency planning, and as a form of mass collaboration in urban
governance (Silva 2013 p.5). Many other urban planning theorists draw on a similar approach
without mentioning crowdsourcing in particular, but where the participants are likewise
perceived as valuable collaborators (Healey 1997; Horelli 2013; Noveck 2009). These theories
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are also united by a similar perspective on the role of the participant, which is to contribute
creative ideas and develop these in collaboration with both planners and other participants.
They can originate both from the planners and lay citizens, although often initiated from the
top-down as tasks for participants to solve. However, in some cases the citizens may participate
by solving tasks or even by implementing ideas of their own without any top-down assistance,
in the spirit of self-organized participation (Partanen 2015).

For the purpose of analysing the text based content of the feedback citizens provided, three
semantic

categories

were

further

developed

and

operationalized

based

on

the

conceptualizations made above: explicit opinion, local knowledge and creative input (Table 1).
Explicit opinion is applied when the feedback is formulated so that it explicitly expresses the
opinion of the citizen participant about a planning issue.

Content of feedback

Role of the participant

Explicit opinion

Opinionated participant; expresses opinion

Local knowledge

Local informant; source of local knowledge

Creative input

Innovative participant;
collaborator

problem

solver,

creative

Table 1. Content of feedback

Local knowledge refers to public participation when the citizen feedback provides experiential
information about a geographically specified area. The role of the participant is in this context
limited to sharing local knowledge. Finally, creative input is applied to describe citizen
feedback where users provide suggestions to urban planning issues. In this context the role of
the participant is as a source of potentially good ideas or expertize.

Täsä: A mobile participation trial

Materials & methods
The Täsä app could be downloaded from the application stores of all major operation systems
free of charge. All data used in the analysis was collected through the app. Altogether 780
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people downloaded the app and one third (32 %) created content, whether by posting own
contributions, commenting peers’ or the municipal missions, voted or liked content in the app.
Official user accounts were given to city officials and project members. The city officials
communicated through one official and 11 postings and 68 comments were posted by it. Once
the outliers and activity made by the urban planners were filtrated from the material, 155
postings and 132 comments remained. This corpora of 287 text based participations by nonofficial participants make up the material analyzed in this article. The material was divided into
two groups depending on whether they were responses to official mission or not; top-down and
bottom-up initiated participation. Of the users who contributed by providing a posting or
comment, about two thirds (69%) only participated in the bottom-up group 18% participated
only in the top-down group, and 14% participated in both the top-down and bottom up group.

Figure 1. Activity in the app by non-officials

In line with online activity in general, the majority of registered users in the app refrained from
making contributions of their own. The second largest group is made up of those who only
voted or liked something in the app. Seven percent did more than one type of activity. For a
comprehensive overview of the participants and the trial, see Adenskog et al. (2017) and Ertiö
et al. (2016).

Täsä was designed as an equal opportunity to create content, with the aim of hosting both
initiatives from the bottom-up and the top-down. Citizens and planners could both create
missions and entries. Ultimately, the citizens could browse the municipality’s missions and
respond to them (top-down) but also create their own missions or participate in other citizens’
missions (bottom-up). The Täsä mobile application was developed as a part of the b-Part
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research project (Building Pervasive Participation). From August 2013 to March 2017, the
project investigated novel concepts and solutions for citizen e-participation utilizing latest
mobile device technology and appliances embedded in today’s urban environments. Täsä
proposed a pervasive participation approach consisting of a continuous dialogue between the
city of Turku and its residents by using mobile technology. The app combined a participatory
sourcing approach with elements from social media and Web 2.0 to create an interactive
participation service, focussing on urban planning and place-based development. It was a mapbased application, in which the citizens could contribute their ideas and voice concerns
(bottom-up). Additionally, the city officials also gave “missions”, for instance asked mapbased survey questions (top-down) or initiated polls. Both citizens and officials could create
missions but the feature was mainly popular among the planners. Just as social media
applications, the service enabled discussions and likes on every entry, to encourage citizens to
co-develop their ideas further. The missions (tasks) given by the municipality were featured in
several stories published in local newspapers and radio. Information was also circulated via
speaking engagements and events organised for neighbourhood associations, and a pop-up
office was kept in the city centre for promotion purposes. Täsä received an official participation
channel status during the trial. It was connected to the City of Turku’s participatory processes,
meaning that the city officials read the entries, processed the input, and gave a response through
the system. The presence of city officials gave it further legitimacy. Such a combination of
bottom-up and top-down initiated citizen participation (in an open map interface) was to the
best of my knowledge unique to Täsä.

The material posted in the app consisted of three types of computer mediated messages;
missions, postings and comments. All messages were geographically located on a map of
Turku, and visible to all other users. The messages posted in the app are referred to here as
postings. A posting always consisted of a headline and description. Any posting could contain
poll options, but official postings made use of this option. A posting could additionally include
a picture and the mood of the author. Postings could be liked, commented and tagged in
missions. Missions can be described as invitations to participate in a case defined by the person
or institution posting the mission in the app. They were usually structured as questions, asking
citizens to participate by publishing postings and tagging these to the mission. Official postings
with more specific questions or polls were often attached to missions. A mission consisted of
a headline and a description, and just like postings they too were geographically located on the
map as a distinctive icon. Missions could not be commented or liked.
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I approached this material with one overarching research question in mind: How does the
participation of the non-official participants differ between the top-down and bottom-up
group? To resolve the research question, I adopted a mixed methods approach with qualitative
and qualitative methods. Both Nvivo and SPSS software packages were used in the analysis.
The quantitative and qualitative method were mixed in a sequential way, so that the results of
the analysis would support one another in a way often referred as triangulation (Creswell
2003:16). The qualitative results supported the quantitative ones by providing insight into how
the categories were used in ideal cases where the amount of comments were relatively high.
The results may not be generalizable to all of the material, yet they represent cases where it is
possible to see if there are differences in the way participants related both to other
commentators and the initiating message. This approach supported the quantitative results,
which provided a general overview of how the categories where spread out in the whole
material, as well as measures (chi square) to see if the results where statistically significant.

In support of my first research question I developed two additional ones. The first supportive
research question relates to quantitative differences between the bottom-up and top-down
material: How does the participation differ between the bottom-up and top-down group
quantitatively? In this part of the analysis, the categories are applied to the entire material, i.e.
all of the text based feedback posted by citizen participants. The objective was to determine if
they differ between the groups in statistically significant proportions. In addition to the
categories, other quantifiable data such as the amount of words and the frequencies of click
based participations (votes and likes) are analysed. Before the coding phase was initiated, the
categories developed from the literature were defined in a codebook to ensure reliable coding
(Table 2).

Coding Category

Description

Examples in Täsä followed by translation

Explicit opinion

The category constitutes all
statements that aim to bring the
opinion of the user to the attention of
urban planners and/or other users.
This includes all statements that aim
to show support or rejection of a
suggestion made by others.

”I am one of the athletes using the park, and
I agree with the comment about the running
paths”
“thumbs up for re-developing Kupittaa”
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Local knowledge

Creative input

The category constitutes all
statements, made by regular users,
where the goal is to bring
information related to a particular
geographically defined space to the
attention of urban planners and/or
other users. Local knowledge may
be subjective, but it does not validate
itself as an opinion. Neither does
local knowledge speculate or
suggest something about future
events.

”Cycling on the route for light traffic on
Rehtorinpellonkatu requires quite a lot of
zick-zacking
between
pedestrians,
especially during rush hour”

The category constitutes all
statements that aim to present a
solution to a problem or a suggestion
for improvement.

“Some trees and shrubs could be planted
right by the edges of the park, they would
work as a sound barrier without disturbing
the players.”

”The hill is used by children for riding
sledges during the winter, and during the
summer it is used for picnics.”

Table 2. Codebook

Once the entire material was coded, a report containing the frequency of coding was exported
to SPSS for statistical measures. As the material was relatively small and skewed, chi squared
proved to be the only statistical measure suitable for this part of the analysis. Although the
categories remained the main focus of the analysis, statistics of other variables were also used.
These variables included: Likes, votes, word count, pictures and mood.

The second supportive research question takes a qualitative approach, with the objective to
study how the categories are expressed in the material: How are the three categories (explicit
opinion, local knowledge, creative input) expressed differently in the bottom-up and top-down
initiated feedback? To answer this question I developed cases within the material, in line with
a sequential approach to mixed methods, and analysed how types of citizen feedback are
expressed differently in them. The aim in the qualitative analysis was to analyse how these
categories appeared in the material. In addition to this deductive approach there was be an
inductive element, as I remained open to other categories emerging from the material. Once
the frequency of these categories were taken into account, the aim was to study how these
categories differed depending on the initiation, with the aim of inferring how the citizens
participated in the selected cases. The main focus was thus on the content of the text based
comments and postings, but there were other forms of participation that had to be taken into
account as well. The participants could express themselves also by voting or liking, and the
postings enabled participants to attach pictures and tags to them. These forms of participation
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were also a relevant part of the context in which the text based comments and postings were
produced.

For this part of the analysis I selected one case from the bottom-up group and the top-down
group each. A case constituted the initial posting and all the following comments. Through
these cases, I analysed how the categories were expressed in the two groups. The following
criteria were developed to ensure validity of the analysis; similar amount of comments (<5),
majority of the comments made by citizen participants, and the topic being an urban planning
issue. The first case was initiated from the bottom-up by a citizen user, and it concerned the
possible uses of a hill close to the city centre. The hill had previously been closed from the
general public as it hosted an old prison, but it was now since long closed down and the user
wondered what uses the part of the hill facing the river could facilitate. It had generated nine
comments and fifteen likes. The second case was a mission and three postings created with the
official urban planners account. This top-down initiated case contained eight comments by
citizens. Additionally the mission had generated 87 votes and nine likes.

Results
The quantitative results shows that the categories, with the exception of local knowledge,
appear in relatively similar amounts between the bottom-up and top-down groups. There is
merely a 6% difference in the distribution of both creative input and explicit opinion, neither
of which proved to have any statistical significance.
Bottom-up

Top-down

60
50
50
44
41
40
29

30
21
20

15

10

0
Explicit opinion

Local knowledge

Creative input
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Figure 2. Proportions of the categories between groups (percentage)

The high amount of creative input highlights the importance of participating in this way, and
the equal distribution indicates that participants often decided to participate by contributing
ideas also when they were not engaged in particular issue. Creative input was also much more
common in postings than in comments, suggesting that many participants chose to initiate a
discussion by contributing an idea. Providing ideas was clearly a priority of many participants.

Local knowledge was overall the second most frequently coded category. The category was
more frequently expressed in postings compared to comments, and was the only category that
differed in a statistically significant way. Local knowledge was more common in the bottomup initiated feedback. This could be attributed to partly to the neutrality in providing feedback
as local knowledge. It seems that many participants used the app only to notify city officials
about particular small-scale issues, especially in the bottom-up group. In the top-down group
the participants were often encouraged in the descriptions to provide opinions and ideas, and
rarely to provide information about how they used or experienced the urban environment.

Explicit opinions were numerically slightly more common in the top-down initiated material.
However, when chi square was applied to see if the finding had any statistical significance, the
result was negative. Since the official missions often encouraged participants to express their
opinions, it is hardly a surprising finding that explicit opinions were numerically slightly more
common in the top-down initiated feedback. Another finding was that explicit opinions were
much more common in comments than in postings, suggesting that participants express their
opinions explicitly when commenting other postings more often than when initiating, or
attempting to initiate, a discussion. These results, however, could have been affected by the
fact that participants could express their opinions in other ways. Click based participation
enabled citizen to provide information about what they liked by voting on polls and liking
postings and comments. These types of participation require much less effort from the
participant, but they do not generate any responses in terms of further commentary. The reasons
for participating are also impossible to infer, as click based participation only provide an
opinion. Furthermore, despite the ease of quantifying click-based participation, it is difficult to
infer what part of the comment is liked.
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Participatory action
Type of text

Contributions

based action
Comments

Total text based actions

Type of click

Likes

based action
Votes
Total click based action

Top-down

Bottom-up

Total

N

53

102

155

%

58

52

54

N

39

93

132

%

42

48

46

N

92

195

287

%

100

100

100

N

136

312

448

%

32

68

100

N

146

-

146

%

100

-

100

N

282

312

594

%

47

53

100

Table 3. Participatory action in the top-down and bottom-up groups

The descriptive statistics above illustrate some initial differences between the bottom-up and
top-down initiated citizen feedback. The likes were relatively evenly distributed among the
feedback, and thus numerically greater in the bottom-up group. This is due to the larger
proportion of text based participations in the bottom-up group. Poll votes were on the other
hand only present in the top-down group, since no polls were posted in the bottom-up group.
The proportion of messages posted by the city officials do not differ significantly between the
groups, suggesting that the officials were equally active in the groups

The qualitative analysis yielded interesting results. The bottom up case (Case 1), was initiated
by one short posting suggesting that the Kakola hill would be developed for recreational
activities. It was not specified in the posting what type of activities this could entail. The author
did not provide additional descriptions or a picture of the area. No poll options where attached.
Consequently, all of the participatory actions were done either by liking or by posting a
comment. This left a very open invitation for participants to comment. The top-down case
(Case 2) was initiated by three postings, all of them containing poll options. These postings
presented clearly formulated poll options for the participants to respond to, and consequently
the case generated a fair amount of click-based participation. The postings in the second case
were responded to by 36 participants, but only eight comments were provided. Most of the
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participants only voted. 87 votes and 9 likes make 96 click-based participatory actions. The
postings provided some amount of information for the participants along with two options to
vote on; either for the plan, or against the plan. Additionally, two detailed pictures where
provided. The top-down case generated a significant amount of click-based participation.

It is reasonable to assume that the difference in the circumstances, and the type of participation
the initiating postings invited the participants to provide, accounted for much of the differences
between the two cases. Consequently, the results can also illuminate the differences in what
type of citizen input the officials wished to receive, and what type of feedback the citizens
wanted to provide. The bottom-up case unsurprisingly attracted more collaboration and
creative input, while the top-down case generated more opinions. Both of the cases contained
all of the categories. The categories were also expressed differently depending on the initiation.
Creative input was usually expressed as alternatives to the suggested improvement in the topdown case, while it was more often expressed as supportive of the initial posting in the bottomup case. The participants of the bottom-up case shared their ideas openly, in a way that invited
other participants to comment on the ideas they suggested. The ideas suggested in the top-down
case were made especially by those participants who did not agree with the proposed plan.
Thus, it was a constructive way to politically influence decisions regarding changes in the urban
space more favorable to the participants situation or beliefs. The initiating posting in the
bottom-up case was authored by a lay user, and thus formulated in an unofficial way. This may
have contributed to lower the barrier participate, and influenced the type of discussion that
ensued. Although some of the creative input was directed at the urban planners, several
comments suggested that improvements could be made without much interference from the
city officials.

Explicit opinions were expressed strongly in the top-down case, and more subtly in the bottomup case. There was a number of ways that opinions were expressed in the material. Opinions
were more often expressed explicitly in the top-down case. The bottom-up case contained a
fair amount of opinion as well, but it was expressed in a subtle way.
Local knowledge was expressed in the same way in both of the cases; by providing accounts
that supported the opinion or the creative input the participant was presenting. Only in one
comment did the participant present local knowledge in the form of a narrative, and not in a
single comment was local knowledge provide purely in the intent of informing the participants
or planners of something. This finding is particularly significant since the results of the
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quantitative analysis show that it was relatively common for participants in general to provide
these types of notifications.

Although the qualitative results do not represent all of the material, the results also provide
valuable insight about how the roles of the citizens are reflected in the way they used the
participation channel. Furthermore, insights are gained into how well the typology I developed
from the literature reflects the actual material. The qualitative analysis shows that all the
categories were present in the material, and they covered it relatively well. In addition to the
categories, which have already been extensively analysed, some results could be interpreted
between the lines rather than from the wording. For instance, the more relaxed brainstorming
that was visible in the bottom-up case could partly be attributed to the informal initiation of the
discussion. It is unlikely that the participants would have suggested self-organization if the
posting would have been made by the urban planners. It was unfortunate that the material rarely
generated many comments, since this rendered the level of discussion and intertextuality found
in the qualitative analysis an exception. Generalisation of the results of the qualitative analysis
are thus not possible. However, in combination with the results of the quantitative analysis they
cover the content of the material well, providing valuable insights about how participation
differs depending on initiation. The mobile participation arena studied in this article enabled
an unusually wide array of ways to participate compared to conventional web-based platforms.
The participants could like, vote, comment, as well as author their own postings and attach
images and moods to them. Most significantly, they could choose to participate either in topdown initiated official “missions” or in issues raised by other citizen participants from the
bottom-up. They could also create their own postings for other users, both officials and citizens
participants, to respond to. The application was designed from a citizen sourcing perspective,
where the top-down missions represented engagement efforts and the bottom-up a free and
unstructured way for participants to engage with both officials and each other. As the results
of both the quantitative and qualitative analysis shows, the participants performed the three
roles offered to them in varying degrees. The differences between the participation that
responded to engagement from the top-down was overall not that different in the light of these
three roles. The only category that showed any statistical significance was local knowledge,
i.e. the role of the citizen as a provider of subjective local knowledge. This category was more
frequent in the feedback that was produced from the bottom-up. The top-down group on the
other hand contained a larger percentage of all other categories, although it was not determined
statistically significant. The statistically significant higher frequency of local knowledge in the
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bottom-up group seemed to be the result of a particular type of participation; short postings
notifying the officials about some particular aspect in the city. Another significant finding is
that the creative input was the most frequent category across the two groups. The popularity of
providing creative ideas was further I work from the presumption that this reflects the roles.
The qualitative analysis showed how the participation could differ in an ideal situation where
participants actively commented.

Yet another significant result was that elements of self-organized participation appeared in the
bottom-up group. The participants suggested implementing plans they collaboratively
developed. From the material, it was not, however, possible to find examples where the citizens
had organized to alter the urban space on their own. It is, nevertheless, a significant result that
self-organized participation can exist in the same participation channel as various forms of
staged participation.

Conclusion and discussion
The trial did not aim to live up to the ideals of communicative planning. Rather it provided a
number of ways for the citizens to participate, corresponding at least to some extent with the
typology of participation developed from the literature. The results of the trial is best
understood from a perspective of performative participation, where these different roles are
presented and the citizens perform them in one way or another. While the qualitative results
showed how these roles where expressed across the material more broadly, the qualitative
analysis illustrated how these roles where in fact performed. The power of the citizens was not
strictly limited to performing these roles, yet the design of the channel and the official missions
did provide a setting that the participants had to respond to. Thus it was in some respects
surprising that the differences between the top-down and bottom-up was so small.

The analysis of the performativity of participation through a typology of roles illuminates the
multitude of ways to participate, and that these can be influence through the design of the
channel at least to some degree. Nevertheless, this fails to address the fundamental issues
regarding e-participation; lack of trust in the participatory process and lack of motivation in
using technological devices for participation. The challenge is thus to increase the trust between
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citizens and planners and combining different types of offline and online participatory channels
in a way that strengthens democracy and ensures equal opportunities to influence participation
regardless of what medium one prefers to use for communication. Central for this development
would be the development of clearer frameworks for processing citizen feedback and providing
the participants with follow up information whenever possible. The planner on the other hand
need to see that the information they receive is representative and possible to aggregate in a
way that make it possible to use it to inform decision makers. Future research will hopefully
address these issues and provide further insights into these aspects of public participation.
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